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CHAPTER THREE 

New Mystic Regimes, 1900-1941 

The early twentieth century marks the redefinition of Sufism as a social institution 

in Iran. The context for this transformation was the genesis of the Iranian nation-state. 

Two political processes were involved: the Iranian nation first emerged as a powerful 

political concept in the Constitutional Revolution (1905-1911), and Reza Khan/Reza 

Shah Pahlavi subsequently moulded it to fit his statist ambitions (1921-1941).' 

The Pahlavi state regained control over the national territory and in the process 

expanded further into society than the Qajars had been able to. Legitimate social 

power came to be defined once more, but this time more effectively, in terms of one's 

state-affiliation. The policy of nationalistic modernisation,2 initiated by the Shah, pro

duced the nmon-state as a new, virtually uncontested, cultural frame of reference. 

Nationalistic modernisation has come to be associated with the repression of 

Sufism, as a component of anti-religious policy: "Under Reza Shah there was a 

concerted drive against religion by the government [and] dervishes were driven from 

the city streets."3 He had sought to repress begging - the pacific antithesis of militant 

modernity - and this explained, according to a contemporary Sufi, the persecution of 

the Haksar order.4 An intimate from the royal court related that Reza Shah had 

1 Useful Persian sources regarding Sufism in the Pahlavi era. at least those readily available in 
public archives, are unfortunately rather scarce (cf. FARMAYAN (1974) for general observations on 
modern Iranian sources). The tendency nowadays of archives to open up collections to researchers, 
more so than under the Shah (cf., for example, EILERS's account (1977: 322) of the Pahlavi Library), 
suggests that more relevant material will become available in the near future. 

2 "The shah's power was [among other bases] founded on the increasing wealth of the royal house, 
much of it accumulated [...] through force [....] As a result [...] the strengthening of the state could be 
tied to nationalism, as had been impossible under the Qajars" (MCDANIEL, 1991: 27). 

' FRYE, 1957: 188. cf. AKHAVi (1980: 23-59) for relations between Reza Shah and the clergy. 
4 Interview Soltan'alisah! Sufi. He further held that "the Shah was against the Sufis because he was 

ignorant of Sufism." The Haksar had been related to the state through 'lords' (noqaba'); intermediaries 
who checked upon dervishes on behalf of the state, but who were appointed by the highest Haksar 
authority. This institution was abolished by Reza Shah (MEIER and GRAMLICH, 1992 (1): 314; 
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44 IN THE PAHLAVI DYNASTY 

"criticised the dervishes fiercely and considered the kaSkül [Sufi begging bowl] and 

tabarzïn [small axe] as means for collecting money and fooling the people."5 

However, there are also different, ambivalent accounts that defy the reported 

incongruity between religion and nationalistic modernisation, or nationalistic 

modernisation's essentially secular nature. A political scientist in the Islamic 

Republic observed that the "new regime [of Reza Shah] tried to implement an 

ideology of royal chauvinism [...] with the help of persons such as Ardaslr RlpOrtar 

and [...] his son Sapür, the Freemasons."6 A similarly 'deviating' current was "Sufi 

mysticism, which was revived and propagated by means of several westernised and 

Freemason intellectuals, and it even made its way into schoolbooks."7 

Reza Shah is reported to have been closely associated with the Sufi member of 

parliament Sheikh ol-Molk Owrang.8 Owrang is the courtier source for the Shah's 

above-mentioned criticism of Sufism as well, but it must be noted that this explicitly 

concerned certain dervishes - and the anti-modernism they represented - not Sufism 

as a whole. The measures and goals of cultural reform were specifically aimed at 

[...] forbidding jugglery and deceitfulness [:] Qalandars with dervish names but 
far removed from the meaning of Dervishhood exhibited their jugglery on 
squares and crossroads, and with singing poetry they would gather people 
around them. Then they would release some snakes with clipped teeth from a 
box and would expose them to exhibition with indecent movements [...]. Or 
they would, by exhibiting various kinds of jugglery, gather unemployed people 
and idlers around them, and they would make people forget.9 

GRAMLICH, 1976: 164). The order responded by organisational reforms, carried by Haggï Motahhar. 
so that it would be better able to withstand repression, and survive (cf. GRAMLICH, 1965: 73). 

5 OWRANG, in Sal-name-ye donya, 22: 216-20 
6 FOYÜZAT, 1375/1997: 55. But the insinuation of Freemasonry conspiracy is refuted by another 

report that cannot be reproached for sympathising with the king, which states that "during the reign 
of His Majesty Reza Shah the Great, on the basis of a decree of the before-mentioned, activities of 
parties of Freemasons came to a standstill" (Panzdah-e hordad, 1376/1997: 144-5). "Reza Shah was 
[...] highly suspicious of foreign missionary organizations, regarding mission schools and hospitals 
as focal points of sinister foreign influence and possible espionage. Both were brought increasingly 
under the scrutiny and control of the central government" (HAMBLY. 1991: 235). The ambiguous mis
sionary activity of American Presbyterians indicates that the suspicions were not entirely unfounded. 

; BASIRAT-MANES. 1375/1997: 77. cf. POURJAVADI and WILSON, 1978: 162. 

• HOMAYÜNÏ , 1991: 225, cf. SAFA, 1356/1977-8: 11: "In a pleasant voice, Sheikh ol-Molk 
Owrang would sometimes read from the Shah-name for him [Reza Shah]." 

9 SAFA. 1356/1977-8: 112. 
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Reza Shah's coming to power was mystically foretold and allegedly caused by an 

Indian Sufi,10 while another, Iranian Sufi recollected that "many of the orderly [i.e. 

non-qalandar, non-Haksar] Sufis hailed their sovereign." While the nationalist 

historian Ahmad Kasravi proclaimed that all books of the Sufis had to be thrown into 

the fire," Sufism under Reza Shah, "though seldom publicly avowed, [continued to] 

have a strong hold upon the educated classes and [...] a great influence over them." 

But Sufism not only survived introverted in elite circuits: it also radically changed. 

HAMMOUDI has written of Morocco that "if the royal institution and its legitimacy 

function in and through sainthood [...] it seems logical to consider the master-disciple 

relationship [...] as the decisive schema for the construction of power-relations" (p. 

85). This argument would make perfect sense for most of Qajar Iran, as widespread 

notions of kingship were very much akin to conceptions of Sufi authority. 

However, the sainthood model of master and disciple did not provide for equi

valents when autocratic power relations were challenged in the name of the nation, 

during the Constitutional Revolution. Under Reza Shah, the legitimacy of monarchy 

was not constructed through royal sainthood,14 but mediated by nationalistic 

modernisation. This policy, in turn, established the context for new (Sufi) master-

disciple relations in which legitimacy attained an abstract and external measure in the 

Iranian nation. Sufi ideology would increasingly argue its relevance vis-a-vis the 

Iranian nation, and it did not vest all authority in the person of the Sufi master 

anymore. Mystic religiosity, that is, transformed in the context of the nation-state. 

10 "One of the Sufis from India named <Sast Mehr Baba> related the coming to power of Reza Shah 
in Iran to himself and said it was because of his drive and willpower that he had become Shah" 
(ÏRANÏ, 1371/1992-3: 18), cf. KASRAVI, 1342/1963-4:71. 

n"Bdyad ketdbhd'ï ke az süfiyan dar miydn ast [...] be dteS keSide Sawad" (1342/1963-4: 12). 
12 WILSON, 1929: 299, cf. WILBER, 1975: 22. The complexity of the Shah's modernisation policy 

is further seen in that he, one would say in spite of it, sometimes considered Mirza Mohammad 
Hoseyn Na'ini his marga<-ye laqlïd (RICHARD, 1988: 162, cf. HAIRI, 1977: 147). 

13 "During the Qajar period the shah was still the Shadow of God - zell allah - and the centre point 
of the cosmos [my italics] - qcbleye 'alam' (AHMADI and AHMADI, 1998: 154). AUBIN (1908: 488) 
mentioned a rowie-hwan'% eulogy for the Shah (during a religious ceremony): "Pour régneren roi, 
comme un soleil brillant, est apparu Mohammed 'All Shah, conservateur de I'Univers." 

14 AHMADI and AHMADI (1998: 159-60) downplayed this development, but their formulations 
suggest it was crucial: "The idea of the divinity of the king [...] had lost much of its influence [...] The 
political and military shortcomings of the kings, who had brought bankruptcy and poverty upon the 
country and hindered its socio-economic development, can be considered as contributory factors in 
the weakening of the idea of the divinity of the king." 

15 I have left out discussions of Enlightenment and neo-Sufism here. Neo-Sufism was probably 
coined by Fazlur Rahman in 1966 (SIRRIYEH, 1998: 11), technically referring to eighteenth (and nine-
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3.1. Experiments and refutations 

The NecmatollahI Sufi path disintegrated in the late Qajar era, and the experience of 

constitutionalism was therefore varied in different branches. Various NecmatollahI 

masters had been politically active and influential in the Qajar period, but this 

exterior power was largely lost under Reza Shah as intimate Sufi ties to the state were 

cut. Although explicit contributions to the nation-state were few, many were the 

changes in the NecmatollahI paths that had the new political regimes as a context. 

The Safi'allsahl order experimented with and further developed its Freemasonry 

profile. The main Safï'alïsahï branch bureaucratised to the extent that the formerly 

unitary, exclusive and charismatic spiritual authority evolved into the leadership of 

a 'first among equals' who was selected through a restricted election. The analogies 

for these developments lay in the creation of an effective state bureaucracy,16 and the 

Shi'ite clerical reforms of ayatollah SangelagI (see below). The breach of tradition 

was refuted by a seceding sheikh who himself, nevertheless, headed a modernist 

magazine that specifically targeted the Iranian nation, rather than fellow Sufis or the 

community of believers, as an audience. The opposite pattern emerged in the 

Soltan'allsahl order, where traditional spiritual authority was challenged by a single 

modernist affiliate. Causing a war of words, he went his own way to develop a 

'scientific' Sufi religiosity that related spiritual maturity to educational progress. 

The SoltancalIsahI order 

Zeyn ol-cAbedIn Rahmatcallsah was Mohammad Sah's governor of Fars, under whom 

"the Nimatullahi Order reached the apogee of its external power."17 Upon his death 

in about 1861 there was no generally recognised successor. Two of the claimants 

were Monawwar'allsah (d.1884), from whom the Munes'allsah or Zo5r-Reyasateyn 

'branch' evolved, and SafTalïsah (d.1899), who created the SafTallsahl order. The 

teenth) century reform movements (mainly in North Africa) that propagated a lessening of ecstatic 
practices and more conformity to holy law. The two concepts have been hotly debated by RADTKE 
(1992, 1994, 1996) and SCHULTZE (1990, 1996), cf. PETERS (1990). The debate mainly involves 
doctrinal changes, while I focus on contemporary social (master-disciple and Sufi-nation) relations. 

"• "Reza Shah was able to accomplish what had proved impossible for the Qajars, the creation of 
a relatively powerful state [with] an effective bureaucracy" (MCDANIEL, 1991: 27). 

17NURBAKHSH, 1980: 111. 
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third claimant was Hagg Mohammad Kazem EsfahanI Sa'adat'allsah (d.1876), who 

founded the GonabadI, or Tawüslya, or SoltancalIsahï (Ne'matollahl) order. 

A testimony to Sufism's unabated socio-political significance in the late Qajar era 

- even after the Ne'matollahl order's disintegration - Sacadatcallsah was named 

Peacock of the Gnostics {tawüs ol-corafa) by Mohammad Sah, reportedly because he 

thought Sacadatcallsah 'well-dressed'.18 Because of this legend, the Soltan'allsahls are 

sometimes referred to as the 'Tawüslya'. Another tradition of Sufi power concerned 

Naser od-Dln Sah. The king had wished to meet with Sacadatcallsah, but the master 

dared to decline the invitation and (for unclear reasons) to 'ignore' the king.19 

As the order was most distinctly moulded by Sacadatcallsah's successor Hagg 

Molla Soltanmohammad Soltan'allsah, it has been more commonly designated as 

'Soltan'allsahl'. 'GonabadI' refers to the order's main residence since SoltancalIsah.2 

The order grew in social and numerical importance under SoltancalIsah's leadership, 

and he himself grew increasingly wealthy.21 Soltan'allsah was, possibly because of 

his conspicuous outward success, accused of various heresies. In 1909 he was 

murdered, under unclear circumstances, and thus made a martyr for Gonabadi Sufis.22 

Complex and contradictory histories of religious and personal strife surround the 

death of SoltancalIsah. There are several indications, however, that beyond these, 

socio-political reasons motivated his death. "It is said that at a time of famine 

fSoltancalIsah] refused to give people grain from his storehouses, and [then] became 

so unpopular that he was killed."23 Among the strenuous events which preceded his 

'«CAHARDAHÏ. 1361/1982-3: 161. 
" "MrTabande has written in the introduction to the second print of the Tafsir-e bayan os-sa'adat 

that Naser od-Dln Sah intended to meet Molla Soltan[mohammad] during the days of his stay in 
Tehran, but Molla Soltan ignored him and left for Mashhad. After a while he travelled to Bidokht and 
found a place to stay there" (CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 230-1). 

211 "By means of Molla Soltan and his successors Bidukht and Güymand (Gonabad) became 
proverbial, to such an extent that this schele became known as the GonabadI" (CAHARDAHI, 1361/ 
1982-3: 230-1). ALGAR'S claim ("Ni'mat-Allahiyya", Encyclopaedia of Islam) that "Gunabadis 
generally eschew the designation Ni'mat-Allahl and cannot therefore be regarded as representing the 
main line of the [...] order" is false, if only because of continuous conflicts over this matter. 

21 GRAMLICH. 1965: 66. cf. <MAHBOB'ALISAH>, 1368/1989: 48. 
22 Official literature relates: "The shrine [for Soltan'alisah] is built on the spot where the Qutb was 

murdered by a mob of fanatic bigots whose consciences were unable to bear the sense of guilt 
produced by the spirituality and moral edge of his preaching. They sacrilegiously slew him while he 
was at his ablutions in preparation for his morning prayer" (HAZEGHI, 1970: vii). Cf. GRAMLICH. 
1965:65: <SOLTANHOSEYN>, 1350/1971: 149. 

21 MILLER, 1923:345. 
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death was another conflict, during the Constitutional Revolution, with villagers in 

Bidokht who confronted him and demanded an explication of his political position. 

SoltancalIsah, whose predecessor had allegedly wished Naser od-Dln Sah dead and 

his 'despotism' to end, defended himself by proclaiming: "I am only a village farmer 

and a dervish, and I do not know what 'constitutionalism' or 'despotism' mean. We 

have nothing to do with these matters and we obey the government, whether it be 

constitutional or not."24 But one of the conspirators had acted in the name of the 

constitution,25 and Soltan'allsah, a wealthy and resented landlord rather than a simple 

village farmer, had been on good terms with various local authorities - state 

representatives - among whom was the governor of Khorasan, Nayyer od-Dowle.26 

(3) Hagg Molla cAlI Nür<allsah II 

Soltan'alïsah's son Nur'alisah had initially disliked the Sufism of his family in his 

youth, disappeared for years after conflicts with his father, and became a jurist. Later 

in life, he changed his views and in the end (after the murder of his father in 1909) 

became the order's Pole. He "was to be martyred in his turn by the opponents of such 

piety." On the run for clergymen now turned enemies, he was poisoned in 1918 in 

Kashan, and buried in Tehran. Gonabad was dubbed Günabad, 'place of blood'.28 

After having taken over the leadership from his father, NOr'allsah fell victim to the 

2JIn <SOLTANHOSEYN., 1350/1971: 122. 
2 5GAZBÏ-ESFAHANÏ. 1372/1993: 175. 
2<' <SOLTANHOSEYN>, 1350/1971: 133, 134, 135, cf. MADANÏ, 1376/1997: 73-4. 
27 HAZEGHI, 1970: vii, cf. GRAMLICH 1965: 68; HOMAYONI, 1371/1992: 217-9. 
28 HAY>AT-E TAHRIRlYE-YE KETABHANE-YE AMIR SOLEYMANÏ, 1367/1988-9: 35. <Nür<alïsah> 

had ordered for the construction of a library in Bidukht that the foqara could consult under the 
sheikh's guidance, while the lodge was open to pilgrims who were allowed to stay as long as they 
wanted, free of charge (HAZEGHI, 1970: vii). He had issued a/armü that somewhat contested the Isla
mic legitimacy of slavery. His grandson related: "My grandfather [...]. an inspired Mujtahed, issued 
his Fatva [...] in [...] 1912 - and that was 36 years before the United Nations issued their Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights - in which he pronounced that 'the purchase and sale of human beings 
is contrary to the dictates of religion and the practice of civilisation; [...] in our eyes any persons [...] 
who are claimed as slaves, are in legal fact completely free, and the equals of all other Muslims of 
their community'." But "should the legal condition for the enslavement of anyone be proven (because 
he had been taken prisoner fighting against Islam with a view to its extirpation and persisted in 
invincible ignorance in his [...] infidel convictions, or because there did exist legal proof that all his 
ancestors without exception had been slaves descended from a person taken prisoner conducting a 
warfare of such invincible ignorance) Islam would be bound to recognise such slavery as legal [....] 
The article is thus acceptable to us with this one proviso" (TABANDEH, 1970: 26, 27). 
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local strongman Salar Han Balüc, who before his clash with the Sufi leader had killed 

a local ruler in the village of Torbat - in the name of the Constitutional Revolution 

- and behaved as a warlord.29 "At the instigation of enemies" Salar Han Balüc had 

grabbed and abducted NO^allsah and "held him prisoner for some time, after which 

he [...] destroyed the houses of Nur'alisah and his relatives." Nürcallsah was freed 

through the intercession of various persons, among whom the ayatollah Molla 

Mohammad Kazem Horasanï.30 When harassments continued, "the state of the era 

prevented [the enemies' further] aggression and imprisoned a few of them." 

But in the second part of the First World War, when Russian troops controlled 

most of the northern provinces in Iran,32 NOr'allsah was again abducted, this time by 

Tzarist forces. The abduction had once more, according to one of the order's sources, 

been accomplished by plotting opponents "who had brought political accusations 

against Nür^alïsah."33 Earlier on, the Russians had undermined the position of Kho-

rasan's governor (on friendly terms with SoltancalIsah),34 and this possibly accounts 

for their acts. Nür'alïsah was honourably escorted back after a few days, however, 

when interrogations ran dry on his continuous denial of involvement in politics." 

What appears from the Russian abduction as much as from the continuous harass

ment of the Gonabadi Sufis, is the conflictuous nature of local and, beyond that, pro

vincial relations, which surpassed outright religious strife. Class conflict presented 

itself in the vocabulary of political reform. On the eve of the Pahlavi dynasty, the 

Soltan'alïsahl order constituted a considerable socio-political power in Khorasan, if 

only because it was perceived to be so and many enemies acted upon this perception. 

Possibly even more strenuous than outsiders' harassment, Nür'alïsah had become 

involved in a conflict between his father and one of his pupils, the self-willed Keyvan 

Qazvlnl. Although according to QazvInT's opponents it was only under Nüî alïsah that 

the former received his permission to teach in 1910,36 Qazvlnl reproached Nür^allsah 

»Cf. GAZBI-ESFAHANI, 1372/1993: 190. 
>"<SOLTANHOSEYN>, 1348/1969-70: 264. 
« <SoLTANHOSEYN>, 1348/1969-70: 265. 
'2 YAPP, 1978: 15-16. The Russians had a Northern sphere of influence from 1907 (and the British 

a Southern one) and invaded Iran in 1911. By 1920, remaining (Bolshevik) troops were chased away 
by Reza Khan (Reza Shah, from 1925). In 1940 they, as well as the British, invaded again. 

" <SOLTANHOSEYN>, 1337/1958: 203. 
14<SOLTANHOSEYN>. 1350/1971: 135. 

>5 <SOLTANHOSEYN>. 1348/1969-70: 265. 
M <NASER'ALi>,1362/1983-4: 44. 
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for 'treason', as he had managed to convince his father to bypass Qazvlnl as 

prospective Pole." To support his own case, Nürcalïsah had furthermore "issued a 

proclamation which he is said to have published all over Persia, in which he called 

upon the nation to accept him as its head" [italics mine].38 

The real I true Suftsm 

'From all the sayings of the Sufis it appears that the institution of the Pole 
(qotbiyat) occupies the highest position and that a higher rank is inconceivable'. 
Riyaz'ali [replied]: 'Yes!' [....] 'There exists no position of greater importance'.39 

Key van Qazvlnl (1861-1938) was born in Qazvin.40 After having served several other 

Sufi masters, he "entered in the circle of the novices of SafTalïsah", succeeded in 

becoming his 'itinerant sheikh' (Seyh-e sayyar), and received his egaze-ye ersdd.41 In 

the Iraqi holy places he then entered into the service of various Sources of Emulation, 

one of whom, RastI (according to one of Qazvlnl's pupils), conveyed the title of 

'ayatollah' upon him.42 After six years in the service of Safïcallsah and many travels 

he reached Bidokht, and on 28 December 1894 he re-entered the Sufi path under 

Soltan'allsah. He was then, reportedly, once more appointed itinerant sheikh, 

received the cognomen <Mansurcali>, became one of the favourite and most fanatic 

GonabadI affiliates, "worked for the propagation of Sufism on behalf of Mollasoltan, 

and went to India, Iraq, Turkestan, the Caucasus and Arabia."43 But in 1926, he 

departed from the path of Sufism as it was predominantly known in Iran.44 

37 Qazvlnl, in'ABBASÏ, 1376/1997: 191. Discontent over <Nür<alïsah>'s succession of his father 
was not limited to Qazvlnl, but shared by many of the Sufis (GRAMLICH, 1976: 178, cf. 1965: 68). 

38 MILLER. 1923: 353. Defending Sufism, in response to accusations by Salar Han, <Nüt<alïsah> 
had proclaimed: "We do not need the crown of kings / but kings need our crowns instead" (Ma na 
mohtag-e tag-e Sdhan-im I balke Mhdn be tag-e ma mohtag) (GAZBÏ-ESFAHANÏ, 1372/1993: 193). 

WRAHBAR-ESFAHANI, 1340/1961-2: 254-5. 
« CAHARDAHÏ, 1361/1982-3: 231; 1360/1981-2: 15, cf. GRAMLICH (1965: 68, 69), who held 

Qazvlnl to have died in 1939.1 accept CAHARDAHÏS dating (1360/1981-2: 15) because it is more 
precise: 13 October 1938. Qazvlnl died in an American hospital. 

41 CAHARDAHÏ, 1370/1991: 108. 
42 CAHARDAHÏ. 1370/1991: 108. Besides two tafsirs and a 'Book of Mysticism' (see below), 

Qazvlnl wrote Raz-goSa (Revealing of Secrets), Behin sohan (In These Words), the two-volume 
Keyvan-name (Book of Kevwan) and Ostowar (Raz-dar) (Ostowar, Keeper of Secrets). 

4 3 CAHARDAHÏ, 1361/1982-3:231-2. 
« G R A M L I C H , 1965:68. 
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While Qazvlnl lived through Reza Shah's demolition of the traditional clergy's 

religious institutions, it is unlikely to have eluded him that "some audacious thinkers 

attempted to reconcile [...] intellectual modernism with a renewal of religion."45 

Ayatollah SangelagI, who was trained in mysticism (cerfdn), but developed a 

distinct dislike of esoterism, retained, throughout his life, "confident relations with 

the new regime."46 The Shah's Justice Minister, for example, was his disciple. Central 

among the modernist ayatollah's ideas was the need for a more rigorous monotheism 

that would do away with the belief in sacred intermediaries, i.e. the Imams, and their 

'intercession' (Sefffat). In his view, the 'emulation' (taqlid) of mogtaheds ought to be 

replaced by everyman's direct 'interpretation' (egtehdd) of the sacred sources. 

Similar arguments against jurist emulation had been made earlier by the Akhbaris 

and the Sheikhis. However, SangelagI was not the founder of a school or sect and nei

ther did his message remain largely confined to the clerical community. He lectured 

in public while the emerging nation-state was heading towards mass-education, and 

he attracted a broad audience as "workers, traders, merchants, teachers, students, 

members of parliament, journalists and preachers were all seated at the foot of his 

pulpit."48 An inverse example to his modernising religiosity, SangelagI felt that "the 

Sufis [have] so developed the principle of authority that for them the faithful [...] are 

to the shaykh 'as cadavers are to the washers of the dead': utterly without will." The 

clerical Shicite struggle was not, however, lost on Sufism. SangelagTs affront was 

paralleled by Qazvlnf s Sufi (self-) critique and outline of a program for reform. 

Nüreddln ModarresI Cahardahl, Qazvlnf s faithful disciple, wrote in relation to his 

master's conflicts that "the [Soltan'allsahi] Poles have never indulged in speaking 

badly about him, but a number of their Sufis have out of foolishness and without 

comprehending the issues of the books, engaged in nonsensical, idle talk." 

Although it is doubtful whether privately opinions were so civil, it was only in 1982 

^ R I C H A R D , 1988: 159. 

"'RICHARD, 1988: 162, 168, 162. Even of Reza Shah's main clerical opponent, Modarres - hailed 
in the Islamic Republic as an uncompromising star of the Islamic movement - it has been observed 
that he "spoke a secular, rather than a religious, language" (ABRAHAMIAN. 1993: 103). 

47 The number of schools increased from 612 in 1922 to 8237 in 1940(BANANI , 1961: 108). 
4»CAHARDAHI, 1352/1973-4:518. 
* RICHARD, 1988: 163, 166-9, 169. SangelagTs ideas were anathema to most of the 'olama. 

Khomeyni was fiercely opposed to SangelagI (of which evidence is found in his KaSf ol-asrar). 
5"CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 231-2. 
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that 'The Cutting Edge' {Tïq-e boranda) was published,51 followed in 1983 by the 

equally vigilant 'Treatise of the Response' (Resala-ye gavabiya).52 Both of these 

pamphlets, in defence of the Soltan'allsahl order, were assaults on Qazvlnl.53 

As SangelagI attacked Shicite taqlid, Qazvlnl had "objected to Sufism in its outer 

structure, with poles, sheikhs and disciples. He developed his own teaching of 

'real/true' (haqïqï) Sufism, against the 'formalist' (rasmi) Sufism of Sufi orders",54 

which had as its core the idea that mysticism could be a modern scientific enterprise. 

The 1930 version of his 'Book of Mysticism' f'Erfan-name) used the measure of the 

modern age; the Gregorian calendar. In line with his modern pose as a 'thinker', 

Cahardahl referred to his master not as 'sheikh' but as 'the great philosopher'. 

Admirers had addressed Kasravi, the nationalist enemy of Sufism, in the same way. 

Reportedly, Qazvlnl had about 3000 pupils, among whom were well known literati.55 

Qazvlnl's real/true Sufism was strongly condemned in the Resala. "One cannot 

count this to be Islamic Sufism anymore: it was a new religion, like the claims of 

Mlrza Hoseyn'all Baha were."56 As SangelagI allegedly took his inspiration from 

Saudi revivalists, it was protested against Qazvlnl that "sometimes he exhibits a 

51 The writer of Tïq-e boranda was 'Abdossaleh Ne'matollahï. 
52 The writer of the Gavdbiya was Asadollah Golpayeganl Ïzad-Gosasb <Nasertali> (d. 1917-8). 
55 'The Cutting Edge' in addition attempted to tackle Kasravi's attack against Sufism. (Reza'alisah) 

Tabande (then named <Soltanhoseyn>) had only once publicly, mildly criticised Qazvïnï in Sdl-ndme-
ye keiwar-e 'Iran (1338/1959-60: 4), and protested to Kasravi in a personal letter dated Mehr 17, 
1321/October9, 1942 (<MAHBÜB'ALISAH>, 1373/1994-5: 221). The present master, his brother <Mag-
züb'alïsah), told me there could possibly have been a meeting between (Soltanhoseym and Kasravi, 
as Kasravi was a professor at Tehran University and <Soltanhoseyn> one of his students. A reason for 
the order's previous silence was that "the 'olama were opposed to Sufism to a far greater extent than 
Kasravi was." <Rezacalisah>, who despised Qazvlnl's pupil Cahardahl, had nevertheless quoted the 
latter in stating that Qazvlnl had 'found nothing' with <Safi'alisah>, to whom the Soltan'alïsahïs related 
'as water to fire' (interview, 04/19/97). Recently, a new series of affronts and defences has been 
inaugurated. Mahmüd 'AbbasI provided a new edition of Qazvïnï's Raz-goSd (1376/1997) - a very ill-
concealed attempt to render Sufism illegitimate as a whole - to which the order responded with 
PARISAN-ZADE'S GoMyeS-e rdz (1377/1998), which sought to discredit both Qazvlnl and his editor. 

54 GRAMLICH, 1965: 68-9. <NASER'ALi> held Qazvlnl opposed to any reyasat (1362/1983-4: 28). 
Among the Zahabiya, there was a somewhat similar discussion on the Pole-ship from 1913 (which 
primarily had to do with its hereditary nature among the Zahabiya (LEWISOHN, 1999: 42). 

"These included, for instance, Sa'Id Naflsï, Golamreza Samimi Kermansahl, 'All DastI, and 
'Abdollah Han Ma'zQml (CAHARDAHI. 1370/1991: 109). In the 1950s NafisI gave a course in Sufi 
history at Tehran University (cf. BARQ, one of his pupils, in a treatise under his supervision on the 
life and works of <Safïca!ïsah>, 1352/1973-4: 2). DASTÏ (d.1982), was a senator and publicist, and the 
author of Dar diydr-e siifiyan, a generally sympathetic account of Sufism (1354/1975-6). 

56 <NASER'AU>. 1362/1983: 67, cf. p. 58. The reference is to ('heretic') Bahaism. 
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Figure 3. 
(Genealogical) succession 
in the Soltan'allsahl order 

1. (Sa'adal'allsah) 

(d.1876) 

Soltan'alTsah) 

(d.1909) 

3.2. Keyvan 
QazvM(d. l938) 

special interest for the Wahhabi 

religion," and that "like the Sunnis, he 

did not recognise 'being divinely 

appointed' (nass) and 'authorisation' 

(egdze) as necessary conditions."" 

Furthermore, the Response indignantly 

rejected Qazvlnl's reproach that 

Soltan'allsah had secretly made a claim 

to the Imamate. Qazvlnl's most sacri

legious allegation even had Sol-

tan'alïsah secretly pretend to prophetic 

revelation (wahy), that is: being the 

ultimate prophet, beyond Mohammad. 

The Resala-ye gavdbiya explained: 

"Because [Qazvlnï] was himself 

opposed to, and an enemy of all the [...] 

leaders of the religious strata, so he 

thought that Sufism would be against them as well."58 Having cited many of 

Qazvlnl's alleged misconceptions of Shi'ite and Sufi history and deviations from 

established points of doctrine, it concluded that "the honourable sheikh reckons 

Shicism and Sufism [as a whole] to be outside of Islam."59 In other words: in 

attacking all traditional bases of spiritual authority, Qazvlnl had not only lost his wits 

but was also effectively, through these illicit innovations, an heretic unbeliever. 

These Soltan'alïsahï exchanges present one with a distinctly modernist struggle. 

Not only personal claims to spiritual authority were questioned, but also the nature 

of Sufi authority itself. The struggle was nevertheless framed, on both sides, in the 

traditional Sufi genre of 'heresiology', which sought 'the intangible point of dogma' 

to establish the adversary's failings, and to associate them with inadmissible passions 

3.1 <NQrtalIsah II> 

(d.1918) 

I 
4. (Saleh'alisah) 

(d.1966) 

Legend: genealogical succession applies to 
the names in the demarcated area 

57 <NASER'ALI>, 1362/1983: 26. 38. This point was elaborated by Hoggat Balagi. another 
adversary of QazvinT's who led a smaller Ne'matollahi branch and stated in a polemic that one was 
simply born a qoth - like one was born a mogtahed - there being no human elements of election or 
selection involved (see GRAMLICH, 1976: 179). 

* <NASER-ALI>, 1362/1983: 63. 
» <NASER<ALI>, 1362/1983: 37; CAHARDAHI, 1370/1991: 108. 
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and moral culpability.60 These passions were often related to financial malpractice, 

which flew in the face of the Sufi ideal of disinterestedness. Doctrinal deviations and 

heretic passions together established the opponent's moral failings and bankruptcy.61 

In addition, Qazvlnl's questioning of traditional Sufi authority had the nation-state 

as an implicit, organising motif. In the 'Revealing of Secrets' (Raz-goM)62 he identi

fied elements in Iranian culture that were foreign to either Islam or Iran.63 In this res

pect, his 'heresiology' was analogous to Kasravi's modernist and nationalist critique. 

In the Book of Mysticism, Qazvïnï outlined a corporate vision of "classes in society 

[that] are like organs in the body, [and] that must be present in the society to the extent 

that they are necessary, not too much and not too little, otherwise society would become 

defective like the man with four eyes and one hand, or four feet and one tooth."64 

Of the clergy, very few were functional. The underlying axiom held that if there 

were many clergymen, there would be more corruption, and few religious benefits. 

In a city of half a million, Qazvlnl estimated, one person would be enough, to be 

present once a week for prayer and for teaching 'necessary subjects'.65 No such 

leniency was left over in his consideration of formalist, or 'customary' (marsüm) 

Sufism. hi Qazvlnl's distinctly modern mode of functionalist reasoning, the organ of 

traditional Sufism was not only un-Islamic, but also nationally dysfunctional:66 

The See of Dervishhood, which had blossomed in the era of impotence of go
vernment in Iran, - during the war between the Zands and the Qajars - split into 
an abundance of branches. Now that it is 1928 in the Christian era, there are 
twenty dervish Sees in Iran. They flaunt one another with sarcasm and except 
for negating one another, they have no ground to substantiate themselves.67 

"' My paraphrase of Foucault's definition (in RABINOW, 1984: 382). 
61 One comes across this genre of contestation among many Iranian Sufis. For the Sokan'alïsahï 

conflict, see: <NASER'ALi>, 1362/1983: 79; Qazvïnï, in'ABBASI, 1376/1997: 190). 
62 Qazvïnï completed Raz-goSa on 16 November 1931, and he published it in August or September 

1932 (<NASER'ALI>, 1362/1983: 22; Qazvïnï, in 'ABBASI, 1376/1997: 254). 
63 QAZVÏNI had words of praise for the 'great works' of the recent past in Iran: the defeat of the 

British tobacco monopoly, the Constitutional revolution, and the parliament of 1906 ('Erfan-name, 
1309/1930: 269). The Soltan'alïsahïs (except for Qazvïnï) refrained from such appreciations, which 
underscores that the nation-state was less obvious as a frame of reference for them. 

"'Erfan-name, 1309/1930: 311-12. 
65 'Erfan-name, 1309/1930: 313. 
'•'• Cf. the analysis in 'Erfan-name, 1309/1930: 311-1.3. 
'•" 'Erfan-name, 1309/1930: 307. 
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Mutual admonitory advice 

(4) Hagg Seyh Mohammad Hasan Salehcallsah (1891-1966) assumed the leadership 

of the Soltan'allsahl order after his father was poisoned in 1918, and the torments that 

befell his father and grandfather awaited him too.68 But Salehcallsah survived, despite 

assertive views on Sufi authority. In a 1950 interview, he was asked who at present 

represented the Hidden Imam. Saleh'alïsah's stated: "All orders claim that the di

rectives [...] from their predecessors lead up to them. But they have no written autho

rization. It is us who are in the possession of a written authorization from the past." 

Salehcallsah cultivated his religious studies, travelled widely to European destina

tions and Islamic holy sites, and initiated works for the public good in Gonabad. He 

managed to reformulate the order from a persecuted outcast in the provincial periphe

ry into a national source of morality. His position was enhanced through conspicuous 

organisational order and considerable wealth,71 which rumours say derived from the 

politically influential provincial aristocracy. The one certainty is that ever more well-

to-do and influential affiliates entered the order - including many members of parlia

ment and the premier Qavam as-Saltana - and that his message became widespread. 

When Reza Shah enforced the use of surnames in 1928, the wealthy and powerful 

Pole chose Bicare, 'helpless' (which critics use as an ironical joke and affiliates point 

out as a sign of piety).73 There are narratives of more direct early contacts between 

« Cf. <SALEH<ALISAH,, 1372/1993-4: 6; GAZBI-ESFAHANI, 1372/1993-4: 229. There were 
regular harassments of and violence against Saleh'allsah and his affiliates and destructions of 
Soltan'allsahl property in Gonabad, which caused Saletfallsah to flee from Gonabad several times. 
He had moreover been abducted by Tzarist forces in his youth, together with his father Nur'alisah. 

69 HAY'AT-E TAHRlRlYE-YE KETABHANE-YE AMlR SOLEYMANl, 1367/1988-9: 412. 
711 Cf. (SALEH'ALISAH), 1372/1993-4: 7. Among these works were the foundation of the 

Ketabhane-ye Soltanl. that attained national recognition, the Salehlya hospital, the propagation of 
literacy and adult education, and the digging of several qanat. 

71 The Soltan'alisahi order is "innerlich straffer zusammengefaBt, mehr geeint und zentralisiert. 
mehr von seiner Sendung überzeugt, als jede andere Ni'matullahïgruppe. abgesehen davon, daf3 der 
Pol der GunabadI iiber ungeheure Geldmittel verfiigt, die ihm helfen, seine Machtstellung nach auBen 
hin sichtbar zu machen" (GRAMLICH, 1965: 64). 

72 "Obwohl man in jedem Derwischorden in Persien Vertreter aller Bevölkerungsschichten finden 
kann, kann man doch in letzter Zeit beobachten, daB Angehörige höherer sozialer Schichten, 
besonders Beambte, Offiziere, Kaufleute und ahnliche [...], sich mit Vorliebe fur die GunabadI 
entscheiden" (GRAMLICH, 1965: 64). TRIMINCHAM cites an observation by IVANOW in the 1960s: 
"A few decades ago almost the whole of the class of the junior government clerks [...] belonged to 
the [...] GunabadI order" (1971: 102). MILLER (1923: 347) mentioned "well-to-do classes such as 
merchants [and] landowners", parliamentarians and the premier as Gonabad! affiliates. 

"POURJAVADY and WILSON, 1978: 252. It must be noted in addition to Pourjavady and Wilson's 
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the SoltancalïsahIs and Reza Shah as well, which concerned one of Salehcallsah's 

sheikhs, Ayatollah Hagg Seyh 'Abdollah Ha'erl Mazanderanï.74 During the holy 

months the king used to send money to some of the clergymen for the breaking of the 

fast. He included Ha'erl, who, however, refused to accept the compromising gift.75 

The present Pole, MagzObcalIsah, stressed a less ideologically cleansed royal 

relation with the sheikh, to whom the king had allegedly 'become captivated'. His 

version matched, in detail, a pre-revolutionary account by Sheikh ol-Molk Owrang, 

Sufi member of parliament and court intimate of Reza Shah. Magzubcallsah related: 

When he was still a hungry, poor and simple soldier, Reza Shah once had an 
encounter with Ha'eri, one of the sheikhs of Salehcalisah. Ha'erl predicted: 'You 
will be king'. Reza Shah was utterly amazed and said he didn't believe the 
prediction. Ha'erl responded: 'Yes, you will be king, and you must treat the 
people right'. After Reza Khan became Reza Shah, he recalled the encounter 
with Ha'eri and sent someone to search for him. Ha'erl was found and the two 
met for a second time, during which Reza Shah asked: 'Is there anything I can 
do for you?' Ha'erl responded: 'No. nothing, just don't loose out of sight that 
which I told you when we first met: Treat the people right'.76 

Reza Shah had become opposed to Sufism, according to MagzQbcalIsah, not because 

of any preconceived grudge against it, but because its numbers had grown very large. 

A British traveller was told that all of the people in the district of Gonabad were 

Sufis.77 During Salehcallsah's leadership the SoltancalIsahI numbers were estimated 

at about 40.000 (which approximated the size of the unified NecmatoIlahI order in the 

eighteenth century), while their affiliates were widely distributed over Iran.78 

reading, however, that except for piety or a joke, Bicdre was the name of the clan, prevalent in Bi-
dokht. under which <SoltancaIïsah> had already be registered (cf. <MAHBÜB<ALÏSAH>. 1368/1989: 47). 

u GRAMLICH (1965: 69) mentions that during his research <Salehcalisah> had four sheikhs, one 
of them his son <Soltanhoseyn>, the other three unknown. From Ydd-ndme-ye Sdleh (HAY'AT-E 
TAHRÏRÏYE-YE KETABHANE-YE AMIR SOLEYMANI, 1367/1988-9: 84-90) it emerges there were, in 
total, fourteen sheikhs, whose names in addition to <Sokanhoseyn>, Keyvan Qazvlnl and Ha'eri, 
included: 1) cAmadeddin Sabzawari; 2) Mirza AbD Taleb Semnanï; 3) Mïrza Yüsof Ha'eri: 4) Emam 
Gom'e-ye Estahbanati; 5) Asadollah Golpayegani Izad-Gosasb; 6) Mohammad Fan! Semnanï; 7) 
Mirza Mehdi Mogtahed SoleymanI; 8) Mohammad Han Rastin ArakI; 9) 'Abdollah Sufi AmlasI; 10) 
Mohammad Sarl'at Qomml; and 11) Hebatollah Gazbt. 

" N E ' M A T O L L A H I , 1361/1982: 80. 
7f' Interview (Magzüb'alisah), 04/19/97; cf. OWRANG, in Sal-name-ve donya, 22: 216-20. 
" M I L L E R , 1923:343. 
T» <SOLTAN<ALISAH), in Sdl-name-ye keiwar-e Iran, 1338/1959-60. (4): 124. 
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Magzubcallsah recollected three additional, baseless reproaches: the Sufis in Bidokht 

were accused of smoking opium, and of bribing judges. Qazvlnl had written that the 

Sufis - Saleh'allsah among them - were aspiring to revolution and coveting the 

kingship.79 Reza Shah then, according to Magzub'allsah. himself visited 

representatives of the order in Tehran, who explained to the king that none of the 

accusations contained any truth. Reza Shah's Minister of Culture CA1I Asgar Hekmat 

visited Gonabad and witnessed the Soltan'alïsahï' school for illiterate adults. After 

Hekmat returned to Tehran and reported his findings, the Shah allegedly made it 

compulsory for servants in the state machinery to be literate. Classes similar to the 

Soltan'alïsahï one in Gonabad were then organised for adult illiterates. 

Finally, Magzüb'allsah recollected a visit to the Soltan'allsahls in Gonabad by 

Reza Shah, during which the king requested the writing of an instruction from which 

it would become manifest what constituted legitimate Sufi behaviour. The manuscript 

that resulted in 1939 was 'Saleh's Advice' (Pand-e Saleh), a booklet which more than 

any other established the Soltan'allsahl Sufis as a legitimate religious force in modem 

Iran.81 It has perhaps been this chain of events which underlay the claim that in actual 

fact "Reza Shah [may even] have harboured some sympathy for the dervishes." ' 

Pand-e Saleh, according to another manifesto, became "a household word 

amongst the religious of Iran."83 The order's respectable mission, contrary to that of 

others, aimed at the broadest possible audience, as Saleh's Advice "makes clear for 

the ordinary man and woman how to practice this moral and spiritual discipline [of 

78 Cf. HAY'AT-E TAHRÏRÏYE-YE KETABHANE-YE AMIR SOLEYMANl. 1367/1988-9: 142-3. 
Soltan'allsahls in turn accused QazvinI of appropriating the title 'shah' (which they say only becomes 
the qotb) through adding it to his order name <Mansüî alï> (see HAY'AT-E TAHRIRIYE-YE 
KETABHANE-YE AMiR SOLEYMANl, 1367/1988-9: 86). Saleh'alïsah reportedly stated: "He [Qazvïnï] 
is not a sheikh anymore, but as he is still a dervish [faqir], let us ask God to carry him from this world, 
before he brings the dervish faith into danger" (cited in 'ABBASI, 1376/1997: 93). 

811 "Reza Shah realised that adult education would potentially provide his program of nationalism, 
reform, and modernization with a broader mass-support, and in 1936 the Ministry of Education began 
to put its plans into operation" (BANANI, 1961: 103). 

81 Interview <Magzüb<aIïsah>. 04/19/97. In the official Soltan'alïsahï literature the story is retold 
with a slightly different twist: In it Reza Shah becomes aware of his prejudices against Sufism and 
the Soltan'alïsahï order after getting to know the content of Pand-e Saleh (HAY'AT-E TAHRÏRÏYE-YE 
KETABHANE-YE AMIR SOLEYMANl. 1367/1988-9: 142-3). In Pand-e Saleh itself, it is mentioned that 
the booklet was written in response to requests by thefoqara (op. cit.. p. 16). 

82 POURJAVADI and WILSON, 1978: 162. 
"•' HAZEGHI, 1970: viii. 
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Sufism], and so to enjoy the fruits of the spirit in daily life in this world."84 

Pand-e Saleh was recently observed to be "a work filled with platitudes and 

hackneyed moral exhortations, the mystical content of which is insignificant."85 

Whether or not one accepts this as a literary qualification or as a judgement of 

doctrine, there is indeed little in it, apart from some measure of terminology, that 

could distinguish the Soltan'allsahl Sufis from other Iranian Shicites, and nothing that 

would otherwise put them up against the social, the religious or the stately order. 

Saler/alïsah was opposed to involvement in politics, except where it concerned 

religious matters. However, even in these he would not define religious duties in any 

binding detail beyond 'enjoining the good and forbidding the evil' {amr be mcfrüfwa 

nahy az monkar)}6 When he did call upon the state, it was in a bid for support of 

traditional crafts and industries, which were a token of the (great) nation of Iran.81 

National integration had been a cause of great concern for Kasravi, who had 

"focused on the question of communalism in [his pamphlet] Sufigari", and held 

Sufism, as a religious sect, among the primary causes of national disintegration.88 But 

Nürcalïsah had promised "to remove all discord from the nation in the space of two 

years" (if only the nation would recognise him as its spiritual leader).89 Salehcalïsah 

had been unable to verbally counter Kasravi's modernist assault, but he had 

nevertheless further developed the SoltancalIsahI order in ways to make it seem idle. 

One finds modern transformations in the SoltancalIsahI order, then, not only in the 

conspicuously revolutionary innovations of Qazvlnl. They are also to be found in 

Nur^allsah's nation-wide appeal for spiritual recognition and national unity, and in the 

streamlined religiosity which stories surrounding Saleh's Advice claim was 

commissioned by Reza Shah, the leader of the nation. Thus, the SoltancalIsahT order 

evolved from being a powerful but localised ferqe (sect) into, to some outward extent 

at least, becoming a subdued but nationally integrated socio-religious organisation. 

8 4 H A Z E G H I , 1970: ix. 
8 5 L E W I S O H N , 1998:452. 
8'<SOLTANHOSEYN>, 1348/1969-70: 270. 
87 HAY'AT-E TAHRÏRÏYE-YE KETABHANE-YE AMIR SOLEYMANl. 1367/1988-9: 141. 
88 ABRAHAM1AN, 1973: 297. 282. 
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The Saficallsahl order 

The SafTallsahl order takes its name from Mlrza Hasan Baqer EsfahanI (or Yazdl), 

a disciple of Rahmat'alïsah, the last leader of the unified Necmatollahï order before 

contemporary divisions. He was born in Isfahan in 1835, travelled widely, repeatedly 

met with persecution, but founded a flourishing order, and died in Tehran in 1899.90 

Safï'alïsah was, like his pupil Qazvlnl, accused of entertaining relations with the 

Bahai community, he was reproached for Freemasons being among his disciples, 

and his "connections with the IsmacIlTs were obviously strong." 2 When in India, 

"Safi 'Ali Shah [had] also kept company with the local Sufis, Yogis and Brahmins."93 

Kasravi wrote (without, however, providing any evidence) that Safï'alïsah had 

"annexed Sufism to the deifyers of cAlI ('Alï-lllahï)", the 'extremist' Ahl-e Haqq.94 

In another sense, SafTallsah was an undisputed innovator: he wrote a tafslr in rhyme 

and in Persian, which many of the clergy found blasphemous, and for which they 

declared him an unbeliever. The tafslr was nevertheless, through Naser od-Dln Sah's 

intercession, sanctioned by & fatwa of the Iraqi Source of Emulation Mlrza-ye Slrazi. 

Even more interesting than the allegations and facts of an ecumenical and 

innovative mind, one of his successors read Safï'allsah's appearance and success in 

*> MILLER, 1923:354. 
'>" 11/24 or 25/1316Q, cf. GRAMLICH, 1965: 61; HOSEYNI, 1377/1998: 11 ;BARQ. 1352/1973-4: 

3; et al. <Safi'aIïsah>'s lodge and burial site was allegedly built in 1316Q/1896 (see KIYANI, 1369/ 
1990-1: 244; <MA<SÜM<ALISAH> (1318Q /1900, (3): 446 {Tara'eq ol-haqa'eq), but this was contested 
by HOMAYONI (1371/1992: 276). "After the passing away of <SafT'alTsah> nine hundred tüman was 
assembled and spent on the restoration of the lodge and the payment of the heirs of <Safï'alïsah>" (CA-
HARDAHI. 1360/1981-2: 15). Besides this lodge, the SafTalisahis have a general burial place between 
Tajrish and the Emamzada-ye Qasem in Tehran. It was built and named after <Zahfr od-Dowle> by 
his Society of Brotherhood, from money acquired from the sale of adjacent lands (op. cit., p. 28). The 
Soltan'alisahïs stress that <Safï'alïsah> had accepted the egaze-name of his (Soltan'allsahl) competitor 
(Sa'adaFallsah) (ESFAHANI, 1372/1993-4: 35-8). As there is no denying this, many Safi'alïsahls grant 
the Soltan'allsahl version but add that <Sa'adat'alisah> had, with authorisation, accepted (SafTalisahi's 
superiority in the affairs of Sufism. The details of the agonising conflicts over <Safi'alisah>'s 
succession fall outside the scope of this research (they are dealt with in GRAMLICH, 1965). 

" CAHARDAHI, 1360/1981-2: 18. 167; KATIRA'I. 1355/1976-7: 96. 
'n POURJAVADY and WILSON, 1975: 132. HAZINI relates: "Rahmat 'AM Shah soon made Safi 'Ali 

Shah his personal envoy to the Ni'matullahi and Isma'ili communities in India" (1998). He had been 
sent to India to renew allegiances to the Agha Khan of the Isma'ïlïya (WAHIDNIYA, 1352/1973: 254). 
A first hand account by Safi'alisah of (among other subjects) relations with the Isma'ïlïya during his 
foreign and Iranian travels, has been included in HOMAYONI (1371/1992: 246-74). 

53 HAZINI, 1998. He had been sent to India by the late Ne'matollahi leader (RahmaralTsah) to 
renew the allegiances to the Isma'illya Agha Khan. 

« K A S R A V I , 1342/1963-4:50. 
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Tehran politically, in the context of the reform of Qajar despotism.95 The theme of 

reform would, in conflicting definitions, dominate developments in the Saficallsahl 

order after the founder's demise. All of the new sub-branches became preoccupied, 

through their leaders, with far-reaching organisational and ideational changes. 

In his last breath - dying, according to a legend which survives to the present, in 

a corner of the lodge in Tehran - SafTalïsah reportedly murmured to disciples sur

rounding him: "have no disunity" (ehtelaf ma-dar). But contrary to the SoltancalIsahI 

order - in which a largely undisputed, genealogical leadership came into existence -

the Saflcallsahl order saw incongruously antagonistic claims for leadership after the 

founder's death. After SafTallsah, there has not been any leader compatible to the 

founder in charisma, reputation or following. SafTallsah had sixteen sheikhs, none 

of whom were unambiguously declared his one and only successor.96 For this reason, 

Saflcallsahl spirituality has to this day radiated around Safi'allsah's personality. 

Macrufcallsah, Mir MacsOm Han KermanI, Heyratcallsah and Zahlr od-Dowle all 

claimed to be SafTalïsah's exclusively legitimate, appointed successor. The claimants 

produced and contested various documents and oral authorisations. But the evidence 

made public and subsequent conflicts over succession did not result in clearly demar

cated branches. Several sheikhs attempted, to the end of the reign of Reza Shah, to 

regain the spiritual leadership over the central branch, and others gave up their claims 

in silence. The central branch in SafTallsah's lodge has remained a contested asset. 

95 See Marzban, in AFSAR, 1367/1988: 24-5, cf. HOSEYNI, 1377/1998: 15. 
'"• <Saficalïsah> held that the Pole-ship ought to be claimed by a person whose being sufficiently 

shared in that of the Hidden Imam during his occultation, and to whom nothing would remain 
unknown (ZANGNA-PCR, 1343/1964-5: 471). The sheikhs were: 1. Hagg Sayyed Mïrza Mahmüd Han 
Na'ini <Heyrat<alïsah> (d.1919/20) (CAHARDAHI, 1360/1981-2: 36); 2. Hagg Mohammad Ebrahim 
Namazï Sïrazï <Niyaz<alïs_ah> (d. 1904/05); 3. Haggi 'Abdollah Ne'matï Mostasar=alTsah Kermansahl 
<Haggi Dadas> (d.l948MCAHARDAHl, 1360/1981-2: 40-1); 4. <ZahIr od-Dowle>, <Safatali> (d.1924); 
5._ Mïrza 'Abdolkarlm Sïrazï <Ma<rüPalïsah> (d.?); 6. Hadï Mowlavi Gilani <Wafa<alïsah> (d.1949) 
(CAHARDAHI. 1361/1982-3: 164): 7. Ma'sQm Han KermanT (d.?); 8. Wahdat (in Yazd) (d.?); 9. 
Nawwab-e Sams (in Yazd) (d.?); 10. Sayyed Hoseyn (in India) (d.?); 11. Na'eb os-Sadr SemnanT 
<Mansfir=alTsah> (d.1934) (CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 174); 12. Haggi <Seyf od-Dow!e> (d.?) 
(CAHARDAHI, 1982: 49); 13. 'Seyh ol-Masayeh' Qommse'i (d.?); 14. Aqa Reza Sams ol-'Orafa 
(Hoseyn'alTsah) (d.?); 15. Mïrza Mahmüd Ra'ïs <Safïq<alï> (d.?) (CAHARDAHI. 1361/1982-3: 149); 
16. (Molla 'Abbas'alï) Keyvan Qazvïnï (d.1938). 

'" Historical reality has certainly been more complex than the chart in Figure 4. outlines (see 
below), but given that several Sufis from different sub-branches agreed on it when I presented it to 
them, I am convinced that at least the main structure must be accurate. I am particularly grateful to 
(Monawwai^alïsah) who took the trouble to delve his memory and go over it with me. 
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The Shirazi horse trader Macrufcallsah made a claim for the leadership, but soon 

thereafter pledged his allegiance to Mir Macsüm Han KermanI,98 whose alternative 

lineage was influential up to the 'glory of the gnostics' (fahr ol-corafa') Mohammad 

Haklmiyan <RahmatcalIsah>. Reza Shah's first Prime Minister Mlrza Mohammad CA1I 

Han ForOgI Zaka' ol-Molk and the Speaker of Parliament Sadeq Tabataba'I were 

among Haklmiyan's powerful pupils." Although Ma'rOPalisah's successor initially 

followed Zahlr od-Dowle, Qasem Tavangar later parted from his Society of Brother

hood (see below), which he reproached for its (illegitimate) innovations of Sufism.100 

Hagg Sayyed Mahmüd Han Na'Inl <HeyratcalIsah> reportedly 'brought forth a lot 

of noise' after Saflcalisah died, quarrelled fiercely with Zahlr od-Dowle, and fled to 

Mahan. Mahan was, a contemporary Sufi reminded, an uninhabitable place where the 

late Shah had done away with exiles. But it also contained the shrine of Shah 

Necmatollah Wall, at the foot of which Heyratcallsah built his own SafTalïsahï lodge. 

Thus, a competitor branch was established, located in an untouchable spiritual realm 

that bore witness to Heyrat's authentic religiosity. It was to Heyrat'allsah and the 

Mahani rebel lodge that the son of SafTalïsah retreated as well, when a conflict evol

ved between the heirs of SafFalïsah and the new masters of the lodge in Tehran. 

Two other influential sheikhs who were opposed to both the heirs of Safï'alïsah 

and the new masters surrounding Zahlr od-Dowle were 'Abdollah Necmatï <HaggI 

Dadas> and Had! Mowlavl GllanI <WafacalIsah>.102 Wafacallsah had been authorised 

by Niyaz'allsah, the successor of Heyrafallsah. For some time Wafacallsah had also, 

however, lived in Zahlr od-Dowle's house, he had been his Master of Ceremony (pïr-

e dalll), and some fifty years after the successional conflicts he was honoured by 

burial in the graveyard of Zahlr od-Dowle's Society of Brotherhood. Wafa'allsah took 

care of the edition of SafTalïsah's tafsïr, and of 'The Last Writing of Safïcalïsah'.'03 

' «CAHARDAHI, 1360/1981-2:34. 
'•"CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 149: ZANGNA-PÜR. 1343/1964-5:473. 
""' Tavangar died in the 1960s or early 1970s (verbatim Nima Hazini, 10/29/99). 
"" The brother of <Safical!sah> (who also was one of his sheikhs) was named Aqa Reza Sams ol-

'Orafa (Hoseyn'alTsah) (CAHARDAHi. 1361/1982-3: 149). 
",2 /wen'/ew Safï'alïsahï Sufi, 03/25/97; CAHARDAHI, 1360/1981-2: 171. GRAMLICH mentions 

<Haggi Dadas> and (Wafa'alisah) as claimants for the qotblyal after Zahlr od-Dowle (1965: 63). This 
is not confirmed by CAHARDAHI (in either 1360/1981-2 or 1361/1982-3). In any case, both initially 
opposed but later accepted Zahlr od-Dowle's Society of Brotherhood, if not his leadership (see below). 

1,0 Asrar ol-mcfaref, aherin ta'Uf-e Safi'alUah. 
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F i g u r e 4 . In i t ia l b r a n c h i n g o f t h e S a t T a l i s a h i o r d e r 

<Safï'alïsah> 

(d.1899) 

I I I I 
MIrza 'Abdolkar ïm Zahir od-Dowle MahmQd Han Na'Inl Mi rMa ' sQm 

(Ma'ruf'alisah) (d.7) <Safa'aIIsah> (d.1924) <Heyral<alïIah> (d 1919/20) Han Kermanl (d.7) 

I | _ 

Qasem 

Tavangar 

<Nur<ali-

sah Sirazb 

(d. 1960s or 

early 1970s) 

Fachollah 

Safa'I 

<Safa>ol-Mo!k: 

(d.1940) 

r 1 

Mohammad 

Han Entezam 

a.s-Saltane 

(BIneS'alisali) 

(d.1932) 

<Munes- Gawad 

'allsah) Ne 'matol-

Esfahani lahl (d.7) 

Dr. 

Safa'I 

(d.7) 

Prince 

Hosrowanï 

(d.1966) 

I 

'Abdol lah 

Ne 'mat ï 

<mw 
Dadas> 

(d.1948) 

Had! Mow-

lavl Gïlanï 

<Wafa'alisah> 

(d.1949) 

Ziya3 

od-Dïn 

<Sarn]ad(aM-

5ah> (d.?) 

Consultancy Council 

(Hay^at-e Mosawere) 

Ahmad Mosaffa'ï 

Tehran! 

(Manzur'alisah) 

(d.1931) 

Ebrahïm 

Namazï 

~~ <Niyaz-

'ali§ah> 

{d. 1904/5) 

'Abbas <Afi 

(Salüd'alï) 

(d.?) 

Mir Emdad 

Hoseyn 

Hendï (d.?) 

Hasan Mohammad 

Havari Hakimiyan 

<Adib Horasani) (Rahmat'alïSah) 

(d.?)(«) (d.1948) 

Legend: <>: cognomen; : genealogically independent; <-: the person to the left 
was (also) a pupil of the person to the right; (i): Adib Horasani was also known 
as <ManzüYalïsah> and <Adib ol-cOrafa>. Cf. Figure 8., on recent branching. 
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The kind reference to Zahlr od-Dowle in the latter publication further moderates the 

image of militant opposition which later Safi'allsahl sheikhs project upon 

Wafa'allsah.104 The renown of Wafa'allsah as a prominent SafTaHsahl Sufi with 

leadership pretentions had been wide enough for Kasravi to attack him harshly: 

Let me cite [an] example of the unclean spirit of the Sufis. A man named Mow-
lavl was a pupil of <Safïcalïsah> [...] (and they say he is now his successor). This 
man has produced a masnawi about history named 'Alam wa adam [....] Two 
poems from it [...] are to the praise of Timur Leng [....] It is a sign of the dark
ness of the soul of this person who has completed retraites (cillaha) and traver
sed 'stations' (maqdmat), that after six hundred years he flatters the cruel Timur 
Leng [....] A person whose soul is clean, should be disgusted by oppression. 

Three loyalty groups were thus represented in the Tehrani lodge. First was Zahlr od-

Dowle's Society of Brotherhood, second were their divided enemies (among whom 

Heyrat'alisah), and third were remaining members of SafTalïsah's family. 

Apart from these were several SafTalïsahïs who were reputed to be 'impartial' 

sheikhs (Seyh-e bï-taraf, such as Hagg Sayyed Mlrza Nasrollah Saqavl),106 some of 

whom started their own lines of succession. A prominent, independent sheikh in the 

lodge (although successively a pupil of SafTallsah and Zahlr od-Dowle, and later on 

an aide to the Society of Brotherhood) was MahmQd Safa'I <Safa> ol-Molk>, with his 

first and second adjutants and Masters of Ceremony Dastürï and Mosaffa'I. 

Although none of the groups (that is, including the impartials) had the power to 

oust either of the others, soon after SafTalïsah's death the actual leadership in the 

order became firmly established in the hands of the Society of Brotherhood. 

1,14 One Safï'alïsahï sheikh had (Wafa'alisah) as an irreconcilable enemy of the Shah and an aid to 
the rebel Mirza Kuchek Khan (cf. CAHARDAHÏ, 1360/1981-2: 43). Another Safi'alisahi sheikh, 
however, mentioned that the preface to <Wafa'alisah>'s 'Alam wa adam contained praise not only of 
Timur Leng but also of Reza Shah. 

11,5 KASRAVI, 1342/1963-4: 64-5. 
"" Despite independence, Saqavl reportedly entertained relations with both the heirs of 

<Safï'alïSah> and the Society of Brotherhood {interviews <Monawwar*alïsah>, 03/25/97, 09/09/98: 
CAHARDAHÏ, 1360/1981-2: 57). Saqavl obtained his 'authorisation' (egdze) from Safa. 

"'" GRAMLICH, 1965: 64. There is a confusion of names as yet unresolved. Gramlich mentions 
'Dastürï', CAHARDAHÏ refers to 'NQrollah Daftari'. "who smoked opium and hashish in the lodge." 
(1361/1982-3: 164). He was a nephew of the late premier Mosaddeq. Hagg Ahmad Mosaffa'i 
(1285/1906-7 - 1310/1931-2) was an employee in the Ministry of Finance who obtained his egSze-ye 
erSdd from <Wafa'alïsah> (op. cit., p. 19). The latter also granted an egaze-ye erSdd to 'Abbas 'Afi, 
an employee in the Sepah Bank (op. cit. p. 42). 
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Figure 5. Sketch-map of the main SafPalïsahï lodge before 
the partition (see below), drawn by Monaw warcalisah, 04/04/97 
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Relations between the Society and SafTallsah's heirs grew worse when the two 

parties began disputing the ownership of the lodge, which had been built by 

SafTallsah's sheikh Seyf od-Dowle. The unequalled significance of the Tehrani site 

to this day - beyond any other location, including Mahan - consists of its containing 

the grave of SafTalïsah. When the heirs wanted to sell the lodge, they were therefore 

bound to meet with the enmity of Wafacallsah, Zahlr od-Dowle and HeyraTallsah. 

Although SafTallsah's granddaughter Nasrln Nesat maintains that "Wafa'allsah, 

who did not even live in the lodge, one day out of the blue claimed ownership of the 

place",108 many agree that initial hostilities erupted after SafTallsah's daughter Banu 

Sams oz-Zoha requested the whole hanaqah to be registered as her private property. 

Wafacallsah then went to court to dispute the claim, and the issue remained unsettled 

for many years. In the end, a judicial ruling ordered for the lodge to be split in two. 

Sufism and Freemasonry 

Yes! It was the Society of Brotherhood that shattered the court of the arrogant 
ones and that brought the leaders of the time, and the sons of the government of 
the age [...], in conversation with the Sufis/mystics (foqara') [...]. 

Mlrza 'All Han Qagar Zahlr od-Dowle. also known by his Sufi cognomen 

<SafacalIsah>, was the son-in-law of the Qajar king, Naser od-Dln Sah, and his 

Minister of Ceremonies.1" According to a canonised tradition still current among 

Tehrani Sufis, Zahlr od-Dowle was sent to SafTalïsah by the king, who mistrusted 

the concentration of social power in his Sufi circles. But the courtier became 

irresistibly captivated, instead, by the forceful personality of SafTalïsah. In a test of 

his new pupil's sincerity, SafTalïsah then sent Zahlr od-Dowle begging in the bazaar 

of Tehran. The Qajar noble humbly accepted and carried out the initiatory mission. 

1,18 Interview Nasrln Nesat, 07/20/97. 
109 After the court ruling. Sufis informed me, Sams oz-Zoha remained in her part of the lodge. 

WAHTDNIYA (1352/1973: 256), claimed she remained in its 'surroundings'. 
110 Speech by (Zahlr od-Dowle) in 1911 (AFSAR, 1367/1988: 62; HOMAYUNI. 1371/1992:318). 
111 GRAMLICH (1965: 63) held that <Zahir od-Dowle> was <SafitalIsah>'s second man and 

Heyrat'alïsüh just a pretender. <ZahIr od-Dowle) was supposedly recognised by the majority to be 
(SafTalisahVs legitimate successor. The conflicts above referred to. however, suggest otherwise. The 
techniques: shaming, discrediting and stressing the urgency of reform, were also documented of the 
Ahl-e Haqq (MIR-HOSSEINI, 1994, (2)). 
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On December 18, 1899, seven months after the death of SafTalïsah, Zahlr od-Dowle 

officially founded the Society of Brotherhood {Angoman-e ohowwat) within the 

SaiTalïsahl order."2 It gained the protection of a royal decree by Mozaffar ed-Dln 

Sah (ruled 1896-1907)."3 As constitutionalist ideas were current in the Society of 

Brotherhood, Zahlr od-Dowle fell out of grace with Mohammad CA1I Sah, who sacked 

the Society (in Zahlr od-Dowle's house) in revenge. Zahlr's son was arrested. Some 

Sufis reportedly fought along with government forces during the Constitutional 

Revolution, but at least three pro-constitutionalist SafTalïsahï Sufis were killed."4 

Beyond verbal agitation after the revolution, Zahlr od-Dowle's own role remains 

unclear."5 When the revolution was over, relations between the Society of 

Brotherhood and the court were not breached, as the new king Ahmad Sah and his 

crown prince developed an interest in it. Until the ascent of the Pahlavi dynasty, the 

family of Zahlr od-Dowle retained a royal salary."6 With the coming to power of 

Reza Shah, royal patronage came to a temporary halt, but not the Society of 

Brotherhood's political life. It had been a long time before dying physically, 

according to legend, that Zahlr od-Dowle had (spiritually) 'died to the world'."7 He 

acted his last public part as governor of Tehran up to 1922, however, two years before 

his death."8 His successors included similarly influential men of the world. 

Zahlr od-Dowle had self-consciously combined politics and mysticism, as he 

"brought Sufism into the shape of [...] a political party.""9 It was objected that 

"Sufism was an excuse for his political work", while others would stress it had been 

'mysticism in the service of society'.120 In either case, the focus of mysticism had wi-

112 Marzban, in HOMAYÜNÏ (1371/1992: 302). 
" 'CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 44; ANWAR, 1987: 88. The Society of Brotherhood was also called 

Ohowwat-e Safi'aliSah [Brotherhood of Safi'alisah] (GRAMLICH, 1965: 63). It was probably the first 
major Society during the reign of Mozaffar ed-Din Sah (cf. HOSEYNI, 1377/1998: 10). 

114 Cf. SADOQI-SAMA, 1370/1991-2: 105. 
115 SAFAM (1344/1965-6) has written a biography of <ZahTr od-Dow!e> in his "Leaders of the 

Constitutional Revolution'. He did not, however, contribute evidence to support his inclusion. The 
ideological fusion of Freemasonry and Sufism, in the sense that terms from either tradition were used 
to describe the other, was further openly stressed in AdTb ol-Mamalek's famous, masonic poem from 
1907, A'in-e framasün wa faiamRShane (cf. ALGAR, 1970: 288-9). 

116 CAHARDAHi, 1360/1981-2: 44, 54, cf. HOM A YÜNÏ. 1371/1992:313. 
117 Pasohi be entebah-name-ye hay'at-e moiawere-ye angoman-e ohowwat, 1333/1954: 4. 
"«AFSAR. 1367/1988:36. 
"''CAHARDAHi, 1361/1982-3: 164: 1360/1981-2:61. 
1211 SAFA'I. 1344/1965-6: 10. 
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dened beyond the traditional, atomistic individualism: after the Constitutional Re

volution, the Society organised festivities for the 'national victory'.'21 Because of the 

Society of Brotherhood, the Safïcallsahl order obtained its largest numerical growth. 

From the beginning, Freemasonry embodied the political and mystical ideals in 

the Society of Brotherhood.122 There were historical and structural reasons for this. 

Reform-minded individuals in the Qajar court who found intellectual inspiration in 

its Western and elite ideals and sufficient protection in its secrecy carried 

Freemasonry in Iran.123 As the Iranian nation in the Constitutional Revolution and the 

nation-state under Reza Shah became markers of legitimate identity, the Society of 

Brotherhood could open up, in the sense of becoming more public. It did not ever, 

however, come close to being a democratic organisation. In sudden awareness, one 

SafTalïsahï sheikh expressed amazement to me of his having been in the order for 

nearly forty years without knowing very precisely who had been the board members 

in the Society of Brotherhood. The Society of Brotherhood remained public and 

nation-oriented externally, but secretive and hierarchical like Freemasonry, internally. 

Iranian Freemasonry had come about from exile contacts with European 

representatives of the mother branches in Europe: the Scottish and the German Grand 

Lodges and the French Grand Orient.]2A Four small groups were connected to the 

German branch in Iran, that were to develop into independent lodges by the names 

of Mehr (Affection), Aftab (Sunshine), Waf a (Fidelity), and Safa (Purity).125 Zahlr 

121 SAFA'I, 1344/1965-6:39. 
122 See CAHARDAHI, 1360/1981-2: 58. cf. RA'IN, 1357/1978: 479. 
123 The main reason for Sufism and Freemasonry, rather than other traditions, to have fused, lay 

in structural resemblances that gave them natural proximity: "Resemblances may [...] be noted 
between the Masonic lodge and many Sufi brotherhoods: a clandestine or semi-clandestine organi
zation: a ceremony of initiation; the claim to esoteric knowledge; and disdain for the outward forms 
of established religion are all shared [....] Such similarities may have played some role in the 
preparation of prominent Iranians for entry to masonic [.,.] groupings" (ALGAR, 1970: 291). 

124 The international freemasons had reached an agreement on the admission of new lodges in 
1929 (Panzdah-e hordad, 1375/1996, 5, (22): 78). It is conveniently stressed, in and outside Iran, that 
Freemasonry spread with the British Empire. However, the first Iranian Freemasons were expatriates, 
in Europe (cf. KATÏRA'I, 1355/1976-7), who brought back Freemasonry with them as an état imporlé 
(cf. BADIE, 1992). One author considers Mïrza Saleh Sirazl. who was sent to England by Amir Kablr. 
and who wrote a diary about his experiences in 1817 and 1818, 'the first Iranian who became a 
Freemason' (Qadimtarln Irani ke wared-e FramasQn sode ast, in Yagma. 1329/1950-1: 4-5). ALGAR 
(1970: 276) mentioned the first initiation, of the diplomat 'Askar Han Afsar, to have taken place in 
1808 in Paris. The first real Iranian lodge, related to the French Grand Orient, was 'Reveil de l'lran' 
(Bidarf-ye ban), founded in 1908 with the Shah's permission (cf. op. cit.. p. 287). 

125 Framasünrï wa taskilat-e an dar Iran, in Panzdah-e hordad, 1375/1996, 5, (22): 76. A fifth 
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od-Dowle's Sufi/Freemasonry organisation was directly related to Safa (see next 

chapter), but all four Iranian lodges were to hold their meetings in Ferdowsi Avenue, 

in Tehran, "in the [administrative] centre of the Society of Brotherhood."126 

Thus, the Society of Brotherhood would assume a central position in Freemasonry 

networks, and possibly already did in the Reza Shah era. One contemporary observer held 

it to have been the "congregational centre of the Freemasons and their secret sessions" 

[my emphasis].127 Contesting the alleged status-equality in the Society of Brother

hood's outward representations of self, it has been remarked of the leaders that "many 

[...] were eminent figures of their day" and that "their presence in the Society of Bro

therhood [...] did much to extend the influence of Sufism in the [...] upper classes."'28 

Figure 6. Succession in the Society of Brotherhood 

1. Zahïr od-Dowle 

(d.1924) 

2.1. Haggï Dadas 2.2. (Bines'aliSah) 

(d.1948) (d.1932) 

On 18 December 1923 Zahlr od-Dowle had appointed Sayyed Mohammad Han Ente-

zam as-Saltane (Blnescallsah) as his successor.129 Haggï 'Abdollah Necmatl (Haggï 

Dadas), who had joined Zahïr od-Dowle as a seventeen-year-old and led his lodge in 

Kermanshah from 1911,130 disagreed and continued his own Society in Kermanshah, 

related lodge was Setare-ye sahar (Morningstar). 'The Charter for these [five] lodges was obtained 
by a group of Iranians, most of whom were Sufis" (communication 12/07/98, via the Supreme Council 
of the Northern Masonic Jurisdiction of the United States of America). 

1M CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 163. cf. Panzdah-e hordad, 1375/1996, 5. (22): 76. 
127 CAHARDAHÏ (1361/1982-3: 167) and RA>iN (1357/1978: 499), reported early connections be

tween the Society and the French Grand Orient and (related) Iranian Bidaii lodges, but the content 
of these alleged ties, except for the fact that many members of the Angoman were also initiates of the 
Bldarl lodge (ALG AR, "Ni'mat-Allahï", Encyclopaedia of Islam), remains rather obscure. 

12»NURBAKHSH, 1991: 156; cf. MahmQd 'Erfan, in AFSAR. 13671988:52. 
m HOMAYÜNÏ, 1371/1992: 325. <BïneScalïSah>'s egaze-name by <ZahTr od-Dowle> has been 

reproduced in KIYANI, 1369/1990-1: 368. and in HOMAYÜNÏ, 1371/1992:325. 
""CAHARDAHÏ . 1352/1973-4. (1): 455. Kermanshah was the Society of Brotherhood's most 
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in the traditions of SafFalïsah.131 Some claim that Bïnes'allsah soon gave up his posi

tion, but he and HaggI Dadas remained at the head of separate branches. The succes-

sional conflict not only reflected personal strife. It also involved mutually exclusive 

contestations of the nature of spiritual authority. Gramlich writes: "Mit dem Tode des 

[Zahlr od-Dowle] ist für die Mehiheit [...] die Affiliation der Pole [...] beendet. Zwar 

haben noch einige andere, wie Hagg Dadas [...] das Amt [...] beansprucht [...]."132 

(2.1) HaggI Dadas's Magazine of Brotherhood 

Among the few material traces that are known to be left of HaggI Dadas, is the 

Magazine of Brotherhood (Magalle-ye ohowwat), which he founded and directed in 

Kermanshah.L The Sufism which HaggI Dadas professed may be reconstructed in 

its broad outlines with the help of the Magazine of Brotherhood's first twelve issues. 

In adherence to both Zahlr od-Dowle and SafFallsah, the contributions to them 

explored current, worldly affairs and in many cases related them to patriotic or 

nationalist themes. Retaining his claim to traditional spiritual authority in terms of 

Sufi organisation, HaggI Dadas represented a modernist Sufism ideologically. 

The Magazine of Brotherhood was modern because it was decisively this-worldly. 

It discussed 'progressive' themes, such as the meaning of the Wahhabi reform in 

Islam (1307/1928, 10-1: 29-32), in its section on The Islamic World of Today. There 

was no mention of the Wahhabites' hatred of both Sufism and Shicism, and the author 

(S. Wahdat, the name written according to the Western convention) instead estimated 

that they marked the beginning of 'the grand awakening of Muslims' (p. 32). The 

Magazine of Brotherhood contained sections not only on the world of Islam and 

important branch outside Tehran, founded personally by (Zahlr od-Dowle> in 1329Q/1911. There was 
one foreign branch, in Baghdad (HOSEYNI, 1377/1998: 30, cf. CAHARDAHI. 1360/1981-2: 54). HaggI 
Dadas's real laqab was <Mostasar<alI>. 

111 HOMAYÜNÏ, 1371/1992: 326; cf. SAFA'I, 1344/1965-6: 39. Far from claiming to be himself 
a centre of authority on an equal footing with <Safï<alIsah>. HaggI Dadas modestly referred to himself 
as the Sufis' 'servant', hadem-e foqara (in Magalle-ye ohowwat, 1307/1928, 10-11: 38). 

1,2 GRAMLICH, 1965: 63. Other claimants were <Wafa'alIsah> and his son Aqa Ziya Mowlavi. 
'•" In Tehran, the Society of Brotherhood had a magazine named Magnni'e-ye ahlaq, in 

Kermanshah it had (besides Magalle-ye ohowwat) a newspaper named KCibak-e garb (which, 
according to CAHARDAHI. 1360/1981-2: 54, was published by HaggI Dadas as well) and in Shiraz 
it had a newspaper named Ohowwat (HOSEYNI. 1377/1998: 31- 3). Magalle-ye ohowwat published 
some of Zahlr-od-Dowle's poetry, obtained by means of HaggI Dadas (AFSAR, 1367/1988: 453). 
According to HOMAYUNI (1371/1992: 326). Haggi Dadas published the Magazine 'fora few years'. 
I am not aware of scientific analyses of these sources in explorations of the history of the Angoman. 
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Iranian society, but also - uniquely, interspersing traditional poetry, treatises on Love 

and Truth and moral exhortations - a contribution on economy (1307/1928, 8: 6). 

One example of straight-out patriotism had 'What is more effective for the arousal 

of feelings: poetry or music?' (1307/1928-9. 10-1: 9-13) as a title. The author pondered 

the mobilising effect of the French Marseillaise but concluded that poetry would be 

more effective in Iran, on condition that it would be unified with music (p. 13). 

Patriotism blended with progressive themes, especially in discussions on and by 

women. 'Patriotism is the first duty for women', one article held (1307/1928, 3: 20), 

rather than, for instance, the more traditional concern for personal chastity. The 

author first referred to 'civilised nations' in which women played considerable roles, 

then to Turkey, as an 'Eastern country' which had successfully copied the Western 

achievement, and ended with a call to Iranian women to do likewise and not be 

discouraged by resistance. S. Wahdat considered (contemporary) contact between 

Asian Muslims and Christian Europeans to have resulted in certain (positive) 

developments, among which were the emergence of constitutional governments in 

Islamic countries, and the codification of women's rights (1307/1928, 8: 27). 

Eight years before Reza Shah ordered the unveiling of women, Badr ol-Moluk 

Mostowfïzade expressed her opinion on 'the veil and chastity' (1307/1928,4: 15-8). 

Through formal reasoning, she established there were no moral barriers for women 

to lay off the veil. Then she asked: When and Where?, to which she responded: not. 

certainly, now in Iran. For moral corruption prevailed, and in order for the veil to be 

removed, first men and women needed to be educated. Women needed to understand 

betrayal of their husbands as of the gravest sins to holy law. Men should become 

aware that maltreatment of their compatriot sisters was a sin legally and socially. For 

women, freedom from the veil would now be traded against the freedom which was 

provided for them in honour and chastity. "It is strange", Mostowfïzade concluded, 

"that most of our intellectuals ask why women in civilised countries do not have 

veils. Dear Sir! Over there, they do not have so much moral corruption [...]."134 

1,4 Somewhat earlier, a development similar to the emergence of the Magalle-ye ohowwat had 
occurred in the Zo'r-Reyasateyn branch. In 1912 <Munestalisah>. the master of Javad Nurbakhsh, had 
founded "the Fars printing press, from which he personally edited and distributed the important 
newspaper Una (Renaissance). The publication of this newspaper under his direction caused the 
people of Fars. or rather all Iranians, to become more conscious of the true rights of their national 
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(2.2) Binescahsah's elective assembly 

Bines'alïsah, vice-president of the Society's Consultancy Council before becoming 

its leader and Zahlr od-Dowle's 'sheikh of sheikhs', was for some time the director-

general in the Interior Ministry under Reza Shah.135 Under his leadership, a 'new 

order' came into existence, in which "they ended the institution of the Pole."136 

Although developments under Blnes'allsah compared to his own innovations, 

Keyvan Qazvlnl held the thriving of the Society of Brotherhood to have been "related 

to the personality of Zahlr od-Dowle, not to [its alleged] real/true Sufism. Con

sequently, it would have dissolved after Zahlr od-Dowle.137 But it did not, despite the 

lack of a charismatic leader and in spite of Sufism's spoiled identity under Reza Shah. 

Influential courtiers remained in the Society of Brotherhood and its fourth leader, 

Faragollah Aqevll. worked for the king as a chief of radio propaganda in Isfahan.138 

Bines'allsah's son 'Abdollah Entezam, the sixth leader, entered the Foreign Service 

in 1919 and worked as a valued diplomat in Washington, Prague, Bern, and in 

Germany. From 1936 he entered into a long-lasting friendship with the king's son.13 

Contrary to the other Safïcalïsahï lineages, the Society of Brotherhood was tightly 

organised. People could be officially removed, while in Safï'alïsah's main lodge a 

persona non grata would be pushed, pestered or harassed until he left on his own 

accord.140 Entry into the organisation was similarly formalised, and made conditional 

upon the intercession of two persons deemed reliable. Central offices existed for the 

administration of the membership flow, general finance, and alms collection. The 

Society of Brotherhood's conception of modern self was further seen in that, while 

most orders to this day congregate on rugs, uneven in shape, colour and size, the 

heritage" [italics mine] (NURBAKHSH, 1980: 118). 
'* AZIMI, 1998: 461; HOMAYÜNÏ, 1371/1992: 313; SAFA'Ï, 1344/1965-6: 13. 
"'HOMAYÜNÏ, 1371/1992: 326-7. 
' " C A H A R D A H Ï , 1361/1982-3: 161. 
118 DELFAN!, 1375/1996-7: 10. The state 'Society to Guide Public Opinion' was modelled on 

Italian fascism (FISCHER, 1978: 179). When I informed after regime relations, a Sufi in the lodge of 
Zahlr od-Dowle recollected the story of a visit by the king. Reza Shah, he said, had once passed by 
the lodge and he had seen a Sufi engaged in work. The Shah had then said: "Dervish, do not hit the 
nail in the tree." The fatherly reproach as conceived by this Sufi. I take it, meant an implicit 
recognition of his Sufi order's rightful existence. 

'•" See HOMAYÜNÏ. 1371/1992: 328; NARAGHI, 1994: viii. 182. 
1'" This treatment awaited the son of (Safl'allsah) after his father's death. Critics of the Freemason 

domination of the order often refer to this episode to state their case. 
141 AFSAR. 1367/1988: 61; CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 49. 
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Society possessed "102 chairs that were all alike". The usage of chairs had its origin 

among westernising Qajar princes in the royal court,142 i.e. an origin among the likes 

of Zahir od-Dowle. It was these and similar "changes in the ceremonies" that even 

Cahardahl, faithful disciple of the modernist Qazvlnl, found excessive. Zahir od-

Dowle had not founded a new order in the Sufi sense of the word, and the innova

tions which he initiated had been unauthorised "according to the laws of Sufism."143 

The Society of Brotherhood was as centralised an organisation as many Sufi or

ders, but contrary to Sufism elsewhere it had 'interpretation/exegesis by opinion' (taf-

slr be ray), instead of the sheikh's dictates.144 These and other 'exoteric features' (se-

fat-e zaheri) were and are in retrospect held against the Society of Brotherhood and 

its 'worldly' (donyavi) behaviour. The complaints point to a leadership collectivity 

that led the Society since its foundation - the Consultancy Council (hafat-e mo-

Sdwere).145 The Consultancy Council had ellipsed around the founder and below him 

Bïnes'allsah - as 'sheikh of sheikhs' and as its vice-president. Personalised authority 

was retained after Zahir od-Dowle died and Blnescallsah took the leadership upon 

himself. But Bïnes'alïsah himself did not appoint a successor - neither in the Con

sultancy Council or the Society of Brotherhood, nor in the Safl'allsahl order at large. 

In a far-reaching administrative reform that must have occurred during 

Blnescallsah's leadership or soon thereafter, "the sheikhs and the Poles were 

abolished." The balance decisively shifted towards the Consultancy Council, the 

'leader' (ra'ïs) of which was no more than first among equals.146 The leaders who 

142 Cf.PETERSON, 1981: 385-90. 
' "CAHARDAHÏ, 1360/1981-2: 56. The French traveller to Iran Eugene Aubin made an interesting 

observation of Iranian Sufism (probably on the basis of encounters in Tehran), which has not been 
mentioned in later, authoritative accounts: "J'ai vu chez les derviches de véritables chapelles, oil les 
cierges brülaient devant 1'image d^Ali" (AUBIN, 1908: 471). Although detailed accounts of Sufi 
religiosity in nineteenth century Qajar Iran are lacking (and one thus lacks a comparative measure for 
the preceding era), the observed •Christologie' might possibly reflect the context of Sufi religious 
renewal that Cahardahi referred to and that this chapter is concerned with. 

144 Interview (Monawwar'allsah), 03/25/97. 
M5Cf. FRAGNER, 1979: 125. 
u 'Cf. GRAMLlCH, 1965: 64; FRAGNER, 1979: 124. The Society did not completely sever its ties 

with what had formerly defined the shape of Sufism, as the Consultancy Council was entitled to 
appoint sheikhs in the Society's name for the 'guidance' (dastgiri) of the Sufis. Until 1959, the Council 
had not, according to GRAMLICH (1965: 64) made use of this right. Safi'alïsahï Sufis that I spoke to 
contested this account, and mentioned sheikhs appointed by the Council, whose names they could not, 
however, come up with. These sheikhs would have exchanged blows with the 'authentic' Sufis (there 
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came after Blnescallsah did not bother with the traditional tokens of legitimate 

spiritual authority: dream instructions by Shi'ite Imams, notables or the Prophet, 

genealogical proximity, or letters and personal communications of appointment. 

Their being chosen through restricted election by the Consultancy Council (that was 

not accountable or responsive to the Sufis it led) was sufficient. The Society of 

Brotherhood that throughout its existence maintained it headed a Sufi organisation, 

had as its leaders people who did not "pretend to 'disclosure and vision' (kaSf-o-

Sohüd), and neither, like the other sheikhs of the path, to supernatural things [...]."14? 

* * * 

The Saffallsahi order travelled two distinct, modern paths. On the one hand, the 

Society of Brotherhood modernised organisationally, through Freemasonry. Its 

nationally powerful elite did not confront the Shah's autocracy, and its modernism 

evolved from self-proclaimed democratic reform-mindedness to political silence. 

As Freemasonry internationally, its elite leadership structure did not prevent 

appeals going out to 'the high and the low' - to the Iranian nation at large. The Society 

of Brotherhood heralded progress through the elective principle, while causing an un

bridgeable gap: for Sufis, the Consultancy Council leaders had become unapproa

chable men in high places. Their doing away with the traditional authority structure 

matched the reformist ideologies of Sangelagi in Shi'ism and Qazvlnl in Sufism, both 

of which - similarly - had the particular modernity of Reza Shah's Iran as a context. 

By effectively abolishing genealogically motivated, charismatic and unitary 

leadership, the Society effected Iranian Sufism's most far-reaching reform ever.'48 

was even mention of 'war'). What these Safi'allsahis most probably referred to, is an episode in which 
'Abbas Afi (see note 76), at first a pupil of (Wafa'alisah), went over to the Society in conflict ("they 
bribed him"), and was there appointed Master of Ceremony. CAHARDAH! (1361/1982-3: 154, 162) 
mentioned Prince Hosrowani as an 'elected sheikh' of the Society, but he did not provide historical 
details. GRAMLICH (1965: 64) mentioned Mahmüd Safa'I <Safa' ol-Molk> to have been the one 
remaining sheikh of <Safitalisah>. The Safi'alisahis I spoke to could not conform this, but he is 
mentioned by CAHARDAHI (1361/1982-3: 154) as a sheikh of <ZahIr od-Dowle> (<Safacalisah>). 
Safa'i's plr-e dalil was Hagg Ahmad Mosaffa'i. whose son now leads an independent Safl'alisahi 
lineage that is committed to restoring <SancalTsah>'s Sufi traditions. 

I4" AFSAR (1367/1988: 80 [haStad]). in citation of Afial al-tawarih. 
u" The third leader Marzban later recollected: "The Society [...] rendered valuable services for the 

[...] education of the people [....] It was [...] a pioneer" (in AFSAR. 1367/1988: 64-9). 
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On the other hand, HaggI Dadas more radically reoriented mysticism toward the here-

and-now of the Iranian nation, while retaining his claims to traditionally legitimate 

spiritual authority. His Magazine of Brotherhood is not easily interpreted as an 

'ideological state institution' - a label which in certain respects fit the Society of Bro

therhood. While the king's blend of nationalistic modernisation involved the violent 

imposition of a unitary identity, the Magazine rather offered discussions of it. 

Contrary to the vertical chain of command in the Society, finally, Magalle-ye ohow-

wat hosted a wide range of authors, male and female, with widely differing views. 

Beyond individual differences, however, Ne'matollahl Sufism in Tehran and Ker-

manshah bore witness to a common social transformation. The new mystic regimes 

of HaggI Dadas and Binescallsah did not classify as Messianic 'Religions of the Op

pressed' (LANTERNARI, 1965), which do not emerge automatically where West-inspi

red modernisation confronts indigenous religiosity. To the contrary, the Safïcallsahls 

featured 'authentic' modernist voices. Previously a 'vertical' sect - laterally isolated, 

oriented up towards sheikh and king149 - the SafTalïsahï order split and developed 

into several national, 'horizontal'150 organisations, in the context of the nation-state. 

149 This double authority structure is evident in the biography of <Saf?alBah>. His tafsir included 
a laudation of Naser od-Din San. Demanding absolute obedience to himself, he forbade his flock to 
speak against the Shah's views, either in private or in public (HosEYNl (1377/1998: 17-8). 

1511 For a discussion of these concepts in the Iranian context, see ABRAHAMIAN (1973). Kasravi's 
resistance against religious sects was led by the belief that they constituted states within the state (op. 
cit., p. 283). KASRAVI felt that "nowadays in Iran [...] there are several institutions which, without 
crown and throne, rule like kings" (1342/1963-4: 107). 
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Resume 

The NecmatollahI orders lost much of their exterior power through the Constitutional 

Revolution and under Reza Shah because their intimate state ties were cut. Sufism 

transformed with the new regimes, as the nation(-state) became a prime marker of 

legitimate identity. But rather than silent victims of state oppression, the 

Ne'matollahls seized opportunities and developed 'authentic' modern voices. While 

nationalistic modernisation involved the imposition of a unitary identity for the 

nation, Haggl Dadas's magazine rather offered pluralistic discussion of it. A second 

aspect of the transformation, was the emergence of new master-disciple relations. The 

Necmatollahïs faced new cohesion problems in contestations of traditional spiritual 

authority, which mirrored SangelagT s modernist struggle in Shicism. The trans

formation of Iranian Sufism occurred on all three relational levels of mystic regimes. 

Internally, nationalism, nationalistic modernisation and the dismantling of 

traditional power bases that occurred in their name, were paralleled by Sufi struggles 

for spiritual authority. Sufi masters and disciples took issue with self-explanatory, 

charismatic rule. What motivated them was never democracy, but rational - that is: 

reasoned - rule. What they asked for, if often implicitly, was relevance to the nation-

state. Qazvlnl dismissed traditional Sufi authority as nationally dysfunctional. It was 

Blnes'allsah's elective assembly, however, - one bridge too far to match the taste of 

Qazvlnl - that acted and uncompromisingly abolished traditional spiritual authority. 

Externally, nationalism and nationalistic modernisation provided contexts for both 

lateral relations to other religious regimes and vertical relations to the state. The 

Society of Brotherhood publicly propagated a national religiosity and its elite 

members, such as Aqevll and Entezam, were personally involved in the nation's 

construction by the state. They did so, respectively, through working for the nation-

state's establishment at home and by representing it abroad. In the SoltancalIsahI 

order, Nür'alïsah appealed to the nation in a bit for support of his leadership claim. 

The genesis of Saleh's Advice lay in the perception of state concerns for Sufi orderli

ness. The Soltan'allsahls addressed these concerns through the prescription of a gene

ralised Shicite religiosity, for the lateral regime of the (national) Shi'ite community. 




